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Home is a place where all love to relax and spend leisure time after kicking the tired some busy
schedules in life. It is the safest place to feel comfortable and stay in a healthy state of mind. It is
very important to check if your home you live is in good and hygienic condition in all aspects. The
buildings envelop of your home plays a major role in keeping you hale and healthy. Not only homes,
as most of the time you are in offices, it is also important that your office must also be safe and
secure in terms of health factors. Checking the air permeability in building envelopes is very
important to know the level of air leakage, the uncontrolled flow of air through gaps and cracks in
the fabric of building.

Air Tightness testing is the process of testing the uncontrolled flow of air that leaks through the gaps
of the building envelopes. According to L1 part of the Building Regulations, it is mandatory for the
newly built homes and commercial building to test their building with air testing procedure for
safeguarding the people who live in it. Most of them mistake, ventilation to this concept but
ventilation is free flow of air through ventilators specifically built for the comfort breathing and feel
the fresh air in the rooms.

Due to imbalanced and uncontrolled air flow in the fabric of building, it generates central heat and
hot air that disturbs the health of the people living in it in long run. To avoid complex health
situations, it is must that you check for your building well in advance with air testing services.
Southern Assessors is a premium quality air testing service provider that support air tightness
services like Preparation of Pre-test check, air tightness, and leakage issues, exclusive support from
BINDT accredited Engineer and many solutions that make your home a better place to live.

Air quality testing is important and is an examination of indoor air using sensors. These sensors are
placed in the places of requirements to check the contamination. It is a continuation action of
checking the air flow for a given period of time inside home, office or any indoor locations. In this
way you can follow procedures to eradicate and lessen the contamination to avoid health problems.
Southern Assessors are well experienced in providing Air testing Services to clients in UK.

Southern Assessors expertise in offering air testing services is on par excellence. It is very
important to realize the fact that air testing is very important to avoid health problems like
respiratory, neurological, and some physical illness' that can attack in long run through breathing
polluted air. Also the kind of material used in the furniture, carpentry woks carry chemicals that can
also cause health and breathing problems. Southern Assessor is well equipped with right kind of
equipments and experience to check your building in all terms of compatibility. To avoid all health
risk factors, air quality testing is the only answer for finding roots to stay hale, healthy and happy.
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a  Air Tightness testing  also known as Pressure Testing. It is necessary for newly constructed
buildings under Part L1of the Building Regulations. southern-assessors is ready to test  both
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